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Abstract 

This chapter addresses the pricing of two popular portfolio credit derivatives: first-to
default swaps and collateralized debt obligations (COOs). We use the recent model of 
Gaspar and Schmidt (2007) for the pricing of theses portfolio credit derivatives. This 
approach combines general quadratic models for term structures with shot-noise 
models and therefore naturally solves a number of important issues in credit portfolio 
risk. First, resulting pricing formulas are in closed form and therefore the model 
implementation is straightforward. Second, this class of models is able to incorporate 
well-known features of credit risky markets: realistic default correlations, default 
clustering and correlation between short-rate and credit spreads. Third, the recent 
turbulence in credit spreads caused by the U.S. subprime mortgage turmoil can be 
captured well. 
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1 Introduction 

The demand for investments with higher returns in areas other than the stock market has 
increased enormously over the last decade. Investing in credit markets, investors take on 
credit risk in exchange for an attractive yield, and as a result methodologies for pricing 
and hedging credit derivatives as well as for risk management of credit risky assets became 
very important. The efforts of the Basel Committee is just one of many examples which 
substantiate this. 

In the last years the credit markets developed at a tremendous speed while at the same 
time the number of corporate defaults increased dramatically. It is therefore not surprising 
that the demand for credit derivatives is growing rapidly. Besides the liquidly traded single
instruments a number of portfolio products gained more and more attention recently. On 
one side there is the demand of investors for investment possibilities in diversified portfolios 
and the seek for new investment fields, while on the other side there is the difficulty to 
capture dependencies between defaults. Modelling and estimating default dependencies is 
still an area of ongoing research and the recent turbulence caused by the difficulties in the 
U.S. subprime mortgage markets confirm the necessity of developing suitable models. 

The goal of this article is to propose a model for portfolio credit risk which is able to capture 
typical market effects, such as there are spread correlation and high default dependence 
leading to clustering of defaults and contagion effects. Moreover the model still remains 
tractable and leads to a large number of explicit pricing results. 

The most liquid single-name credit risky instrument is a so-called credit default swap. In 
this contract a regularly paid, fixed spread is exchanged for a protection payment which 
covers the losses occurring at default of the underlying. For details, the reader may want 
to consider, for example, SchOnbucher (2003) , Lando (2004), McNeil, Frey, and Embrechts 
(2005) or the survey Schmidt and Stute (2004). 

After a long success story of collateralized debt obligations ( CDOs) in various forms, since 
four years there are a number of traded CDO-indices available which are traded at very high 
liquidity. The portfolio setup considered in this paper is a natural candidate for application 
in this area and we provide all necessary tools in this article. For more information on CDOs 
see Bluhm, Overbeck, and Wagner (2003) . 

For illustration purposes, we consider here the case of the iTraxx3. This indice has a number 
of different sub-indices and derivatives writen on iTraxx are the most liquid on the credit 
market. We summarize the indices and derivatives related to the iTraxx on Table 1. Fig
ure 1, presents recent spreads on the iTraxx Europe w.r .t. different maturities and of the 
standardized tranches 3-6%,6-9%,9-12%,12-22%. 

2 Portfolio Credit Derivatives 

We start by introducing some notation required to deal with portfolio credit derivatives 
and then exactly define First-to-Default Swaps (FDS) and Collateralized debt Obligations 
(CDOs) . 

We will deal with a basket of securities of K different entities subject to default risk. Each 
entity (for instance a company) may default only once and its default time is denoted by Tk . 

3See www.itraxx.com 
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BENCHMARK INDICES 
iTraxx Europe 
(125 investment 
grade entities) 

Non-Financials 
(100 entities) 

TranchediTraxx 
(5 standardized tranches: 

0-3%,3-6%,6-9%,9-12%,12-22%) 

iTraxx Europe HiVol 
(30 highest spread entities 

from iTra;xx Europe) 

SECTOR INDICES 
Financials Senior 

( 25 entities) 

DERIVATIVES 
iTraxx Options 

iTraxx FUtures 

iTraxx Crossover 
(50 sub-investment 

grade entitities) 

Financials Sub 
(25 entities) 

First-to-Default Swaps 
(Baskets on: Autos, Consumer, 
Energy, Financials, Industrials, 
HiVol, Crossover, Diversified) 

Table 1: iTraxx indices and most liquid Derivatives 

i Traxx Europe iTraxx Europe Series 7 T• Syear 

Figure 1: Spreads of the iTraxx Europe w.r.t. different maturities (left) and of the standard
ized tranches (right). 

The counting process counting all defaults is denoted by Nt := "L;f=ll{r'se}· If a default 
of entity k happens, we denote the loss quota by qk . The notional in the basket associated 
with entity k is denoted by Mk, k = 1, ... , K. 

It is market standard to name the two exchanging counterparties of a credit derivative 
protection seller and protection buyer. The protection seller offers a protection payment on 
specific default events and during some time span here denoted [to, tN•], while the protection 
buyer pays a periodic fee in exchange. The fee payment dates are due in advance and tend 
to rely on a fixed tenure structure to, t 1 , · · · , tN•-1. As the protection buyer has only fixed 
payments, the payments due to him are also called fixed leg, while the payments of the 
protection seller are called floating leg. 
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2.1 First-to-Default Swaps 

A first-to-default swap (FDS) is a contract which offers protection on the first default of a 
portfolio only. The FDS has an initiation date to < t1 . If to is in the future, the FDS is 
called forward-starting FDS. The FDS is characterized by the so-called first-to-default spr·ead 
which is fixed at initiation of the contract. 

• If the first default occurred in (tn_ 1 , tn], then the protection seller pays the default 
payment at tn. Assuming name k defaulted first4 ('r 1'K = Tk), then the default 
payment is Mk · qk. If no default happens until tN• the protection seller pays nothing. 

• The protection buyer pays the spread at all dates t 1 , · · · , tN• until the maturity of the 
FDS or until the first default (whichever comes first). 

The spread is chosen in such a way that entering the FDS is possible at zero cost. For 
the forward-starting FDS, such that its expected value at t0 equals zero. Of course, after 
the spread is fixed, the value of the FDS changes. So the spread clearly depends on the 
current time, as agreements settled in different dates would originate different spreads. To 
emphasize this fact we write sF

0 (t). 

2.2 Collateralized Debt Obligations 

A collateralized debt obligation ( CDO) is a security backed by a pool of credits from various 
reference entities. The asset side of the CDO is formed by the credits themselves, while 
traded on the market are issued notes (typically swaps) on tranches of the CDO. These 
tranches have different seniorities, building the liability side of the CDO. There are different 
types of CDOs, depending on the type of the underlying credits. If the underlying are 
loans, bonds, mortgages, the CDO is named collateralized loan obligation, collateralized 
bond obligation or mortgage-backed security, respectively. This article treats only so-called 
synthetic CDOs, where the underlyings are credit default swaps (CDS). A particular kind of 
this type of CDO are those writen on the well know credit indices mentioned before. Swaps 
written on standardized tranches for these indices are among the most liquid portfolio credit 
derivatives. 

L,From now on we simply write CDO, while implicitly referring to synthetic CDOs. For 
further literature and other modelling approaches we refer to Bluhm and Overbeck (2003), 
Frey and Backhaus (2006) and Scherer (2007). 

A CDO allocates interest income and principal repayments from a collateral pool of CDSs 
to a prioritized collection of CDO securities(tranches) . While there are many variations, a 
standard prioritization scheme is simple subordination: senior CDO notes are paid before 
mezzanine; equity is paid with any residual cash-flow. The following picture clarifies the 
structure of a CDO. 

In addition to the portfolio notation already introduced we need to introduce additional 
notation to describe the cash-flow of CDOs. 

We consider a CDO with several tranches i = l, · · · , I. In the case where we have senior, 
mezzanine and equity tranches only we would simply take I= 3. The tranches are separated 
according to fixed barriers, the so-called attachment points, bo < · · · < br . That is, b1 

4 Throughout, we denote by rl :K < · · · < rK:K the ordered default times. 
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Assets SPV Liabilities 

- Senior 

CDS Premiums Protection Fee 

- Mezzanine 

Default Payments Default Payments ~ Equity 

Loss 

~------------------------------~ ~ 

Mezzanine 

Equity 
~------------------------------------------~ ~ 

Defaults 

Figure 2: Tranches' losses in CDOs. 

separates tranche 1 from tranche 2, b2 separated the tranche 2 from tranche 3, and so on -
compare Figure 2. 

In general the loss process of the CDO, describing the reduction in face value of the whole 
underlying portfolio due to defaults, is given by L(t) := 'L-rk <t qk Mk. he loss of tmnche i 
is, thus, given by -

if L(t) < bi-l 

if bi-l :::; L(t) < bi, 

if L(t) ~ bi 

i = 1, .. . ,I. 

Figure 2 illustrates the CDO setup with a possible loss path affecting various tranches. 

We now make standard normalizations and focus on the pricing of tmnches of CDOs. 

(1) 

• The CDO offers notes on each tranche with par value 1. Recall that the attachment 
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points of tranche i are b;_1 and b; 

• At each intermediate time to, ... , tN•-1 the protection seller receives a coupon pay
ment. The payment is on the remaining principal in the tranche, so that with fixed 
coupon S the payments due at tn for tranche i are 

• In exchange, the protection seller covers in (tn_1 , tn] occurring losses at tn, n 
2, · · · , N*. The protection payment, at tn , for tranche i equals 

Note that coupon payments are exchanged at the beginning of each period, while the loss 
payments are due at the end of a period. Another critical point here is the reinvestment of 
the recovery payment. The default of an entity from the underlying pool leads to a non
payment of the future coupons. The recovery payment has to be re-invested at the current 
market level and possibly gets a lower coupon. We assume that these missing future coupons 
are already included in the recovery amount qk. This means, that qk is the actual recovery 
minus financing cost of the future coupons. 

3 Model and Applications 

This section considers the proposed model which is a combination of general quadratic term 
structures and shot-noise processes. First, the model is motivated and the precise setup 
is given. Then the prices of first-to-default swaps as well as CDO tranches are derived. 
Thereafter we discuss the important issue of obtaining realistic default correlations under 
the proposed model and finally we establish the link to credit indices. 

3.1 Motivation and Setup 

We assume that the default times are doubly stochastic random times. This setup is also 
referred to conditionally independent default times. For an introduction to this topic we 
refer to McNeil, Frey, and Embrechts (2005) or Bielecki and Rutkowski (2002). Given this, 
we model the default intensity of each firm as a linear combination of GQTS and shot noise 
processes. 

Concretely, we consider an n-dimensional standard Brownian motion W and a state variable 
Z being the unique strong solution of 

dZt = a(t, Zt)dt + O'(t, Zt)dWt. 

Here a : IR+ x lRm r+ JR.m and 0': JR+ x lRm r+ lRnxn are such that 

a(t, z) = d(t) + E(t)z (2) 
m m 

O'(t, z)O' T (t, z) = ko(t) + L k;(t)zi + L z; 9;j(t)zj (3) 
i=1 i,j= 1 

with smooth functions d: JR+ r+ JR.m, E , ko , k; and g;1, i,j = 1, · · · , m map JR+ to lRmxm. 
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The risk-free short rate (rt)t~o is given by 

r(t, Zt) = Z{ Q(t)Zt + g T (t)Zt + f(t) . (4) 

Q, g and f are smooth, mapping JR+ to JRmxm, JRm and JR. Q(t) is symmetricfor all t. 

It is well-known that, under mild condition on the shape of the matrices ki and gi] (see 
Gaspar (2004) for further details on these conditions), the term structure of risk-free zero
coupon bond prices of exponential quadratic form 

p(t, T) = exp [A(t, T) + BT (t, T)Zt + ztT C(t, T)Zt] (5) 

where (A , B, C, j, g, Q) solves the basic ODE system defined in the appendix (Definition 
A.l). 

We now extend the default setup in Gaspar and Schmidt (2007) to the portfolio case. We 
assume that the default time of firm k, Tk, is a doubly stochastic random time. Its intensity 
( >.~ )t~o satisfies 

(6) 

The intensity of each firm depends on a firm specific term, pk, and a term common to all 
firms pc. All these expressions will have the same quadratic plus jump construction. 

Specifically, we set k = {1, · · · , K} and, for each k E kU {c}, we take 

p~ = 11f + Jf with Jtk = 'I:, Yfhk(t- fj), 11~ = ztT Qk(t)Zt + gk(t) T Zt + fk(t) (7) 
;;.jk~t 

where, Nk are standard Poisson process with intensity zk . We denote the jumping times of 
N- k b -k -k y T 1, T 2, . ... 

Finally, we assume that the risk-free short rate r is independent of the firm specific intensity 
pk, but not necessarily of the common intensity pc. 

Intuitively, the modelling of a quadratic component and a shot-noise component leads to 
the intensity being driven by a predictable component (the quadratic part) as well as by an 
unpredictable component (the jump part). We note that both 17k and Jk are assumed to be 
strictly positive. This assumption is needed because p, is supposed to be an intensity. 

Ek measures how sensitive is an entity to movements of the common factors. The higher Ek 

is the bigger is the dependence of the common default risk driven by pc. For intuition take 
Ei =E. Then, if p,c jumps then suddenly the default risk of all the assets increase a lot and 
we will see numerous defaults. This can also be caused by a rise in the quadratic part to 
a high level, but then it is more or less predictable. The first effect causes some clustering 
similar to contagion effects, which means if one company defaults and others are closely 
related to this company, they are very likely to default also. The latter effect is more like a 
business cycle effect, so on bad days more companies default than on good days. 

In the above setup, all necessary expressions for pricing relevant credit risky securities can 
be computed in closed-form. We delegate the necessary formulas to the appendix and refer 
to Gaspar and Schmidt (2007) for full proofs. At this point we only introduce a short-hand 
notation which will turn out extremely useful in the pricing formulas to follow. 
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For current time t, maturity T and e E JR, we define5 

s;(e, t, T) := IEQ [e- It 11'1~ds1F:V] 

r~(IJ, t, T) := IEQ [e1J}e- It 11'1;ds1Fr'] 

s;(e, t, T) := IEQ [e- It r,+111);ds1F:V] 

8}(8, t, T) := IEQ [e- It oJ:dsiFf] (8) 

r}(O, t, T) := IEQ [eJ~e- ft oJ:dsiFf] (9) 

f'k(IJ, t, T) := IEQ [e1J}e- J,T r,+!l1)~dsiFr'] (10) 

Independence between the diffusion and jump components leads to 

Sk(8, t , T) JEQ [e-Itop:dsiFf] = s;(e,t,T) · S}(B,t,T) (11) 

8k(8, t, T) ·- IEQ [e-ft r.+llp:dsiFr'] = s;(e, t, T) · SJ(8, t, T) (12) 

rk(e, t , T) IEQ [ep,ke- Jt op:dsiFr'] 

r~(B, t, T)SJ(O, t, T) + r}(B, t, T)s;(e, t, T) (13) 

-k r (e, t, T) IEQ [ep,ke- It r.+llp:ds IFr'] 
- k k k -k r '7(8, t, T)SJ(O, t, T) + r J(8, t, T)S'1(8, t, T). (14) 

If 0 = 1 we use the short-hand notation (t, T) instead of (1 , t, T), e.g. we write Sk(t, T) for 
Sk:(l, t, T). 

In the above short-hand notation we easily obtain, for each entity k = 1, · · · , K and on 
{Tk > t} 

• implied survival probabilities 

• prices of defaultable zero-coupon bonds 

• prices of digitals (the price of a payoff of 1 u.c if the firm k defaults in (tn-1, tn]) 

(15) 

with Ek defined as in (26) . 

• ek(t,tn) = lim lt e*k:(t,tn-1,tn) =rk(t,tn)Sc(ek:,t,tn)+f'c(ek: , t,tn)Sk:(t,tn). 
tn-1-+t,. tn- n-1 

5Throughout, denote by FX the natural filtration generated by a generic process X. We classify the 
market information according to the following filtrations: Fw the information about the diffusion factors; 
FJ the information about the jump factors; the filtration Ht := u (1{...->s}: 0::; s::; t), information on the 
default state; Ft := Ff V F{ = u (Zs, Js : 0 ::; s ::; t), information about all market factors and Gt := 
Ft V Ht, the total information. 
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0. 5 

... 

0.5 1.5 1.5 

Figure 3: Default correlation in a concrete model. 

3.2 Default correlation and Clustering 

It is often argued that in the framework used here, where the default times are conditionally 
independent, the resulting default correlation is not high enough. However, already Duffie 
and Garleanu (2001) showed that this is not the case. Especially through jumps or, more 
precisely, high peaks in the intensity a high default correlation is induced. However, in their 
formulation the authors bad the sam parameter controlling the mean reversion speed of the 
diffusive as well as of the jump part. On the on hand big jumps we necessary to induce 
high default correlation but, on the other band, tbis lead to unrealistic mean reversion 
specifications for the diffusion part. 

In the framework presented above, this problem is solved, as the mean reversion speeds can 
be different. 

The so-called default correlation is basically the correlation between the default indicators 
of two companies. Denote by Qb the probability of company i defaulting in (t, T] and by 
Q~ (t, T) the probability that companies i and j default in (t, T]. Using the building blocks 
we can easily get the default correlation in closed-form. 

Lemma 3.1. The default correlation of two different companies i and j is given by 

(16) 

To illustrate the capability of the model to capture sufficiently high default correlation, we 
give a graph based on the concrete model supposed in Gaspar and Schmidt (2007), Section 
5. We refer to this article for further details. 

We in the remaining of the chapter we present the pricing results concerning portfolio credit 
derivatives under the quadratic/shot-noise model. 

For notational simplicity we make the following homogeneity assumption6 . However, the 
more general case is an immediate extension. Note that considering random, i.i.d. qk leads 
to the same results when q is replaced by IE(qk). 

Assumption 3.2. Assume that qk = q, f.k = f. and Mk = M for all 1 ~ k ~ K. Moreover 
the tenor structure is equidistant, i.e. t1 = j l:., 1 ~ j ~ N* . 

6 All indices mentioned previously are homogeneous portfolios. Still, it is straightforward to extend our 
CDO results to the inhomogeneous case, but formulas get rather involved. 
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3.3 First-to-Default Swaps 

The following results rely on the distribution of the first default time, which is the minimum 
of all default times. The main result on First-default-Swap is is Theorem 3.4. We start by 
computing the probability that the first default1 occurs in (t, T]. 

Lemma 3.3. Consider a portfolio of K names and assume no default has occurred up to 
time t. Furthermore suppose Assumption 3.2 holds. Then, the survival probability of the 
first default is given by 

K 

Q(T1:K >TIFt) = l{r''K>t} sc(t:K, t, T). II Sk(t, T). 
k=1 

Furthermore, the value of one unit of currency paid at T only if T 1'K > T is given by 

T K 
PFtD(t, T) := lEQ ( exp( -1 rudu)l{rl<K>T}IFt) = l{T,>t} sc(EK, t, T). II sk(t, T). 

t k=1 

With the above result at hand the spread of a First-to-Default Swap is easily derived: 

Theorem 3.4. Consider a portfolio of K names and assume no default has occurred up to 
time t. Then, the spread of the FDS is given by 

FD( ) 2:::~1 Ec(t, tn-1 1 tn)PFtD(t, tn-1)- PFtD(t, tn) 
s t=q =="-----=---.-;-;-;-=-----'-'---'--=---'-'----'-

~ 2:::~1 pFtD(t, tn) 

with Ec defined as in (26). 

3.4 Collateralized Debt Obligations 

3.4.1 Portfolio loss distributions 

We start by computing the distribution of portfolios losses under both the martingale mea
sure and the T- forward measure. This will serve as building block for the pricing of CDOs. 

Given our setup we can always conclude for the unconditional distribution of the loss function 
L. However, for pricing and risk management it is necessary to consider L after some time 
passed by, and we therefore will be interested in the conditional distribution of the loss 
function. 

We note that, under Assumption 3.2, the loss process simplifies to L(t) = qMNt. 

To this it will be convenient to require the processes (.>.~)t;;::o, k = 1, ... , K to be Markovian. 
In Gaspar and Schmidt (2007) it is shown that this is the case whenever hk(t) = ak exp( -bkt) 
for all k = 1, · · · , K. Using the Markovian property, Theorem 3.5 gives us the conditional 
distribution of L. Before, however, to be able to handle defaulted and non-defaulted com
panies in a concise way, we need to introduce some more notation. 

Denote by St the set which contains the indices of assets not defaulted until t, the "sur-
vivors": 

St := {1 :'::: k :'::: K : Tk > t}. 
7 Proof in the appendix B. 
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In the following proposition we will fix the number of defaults in the interval (t, T] and 
then sum over all possible combinations of defaults. We write I:k,.,ES, for the sum over all 
sets kn = { k1, . .. , kn} of size n with pairwise different elements and k1, . . . , kn E St. kn 
represents then companies which default in (t, T] . 

Given kn, the companies not defaulting are denoted by 

Furthermore, we write short { Tkn E ( t, T]} for { Tkt E ( t, T], ... , Tkn E ( t, T]}. 

Theorem 3.5. Suppose Assumption 3.2 holds. Suppose the function hk(x) in (7) are of the 
form ake-bkx, k E kU {c}. Then the conditional distribution of the portfolio losses is given 
by 

K-N,{ 
Q(Lr :<S; xJGt) = l{.,.s•>t} ~ l{n~.M--Nt} X 

x 2:: [sc(E(K-Nt-n) , t,T)( II Sk(t,T)) - Sc(c(K - Nt),t,T)( II Sk(t,T))]} 
knESt kESt\kn kESt 

where Sk and s c are as previously defined. 

Furthermore, if t = 0, the above expression gives the unconditional expectation and the 
functions hk(x) need not have any special form. 

Corollary 3.6. Denote by QT the T -forward measure. Under the assumptions of Theorem 
3.5 we have that 

3.4.2 Link to Credit Indices 

In this section we draw the link between CDOs and the to currently traded credit indices 
tranches. We give a pricing results for these tranche spreads using the quadratic/shot-noise 
model. 

The iTraxx is effectively a portfolio of 125 single CDS. To guarantee liquidity, the portfolio is 
reorganized (the so-called series) semiannually by a voting scheme and entities whose rating 
fell below investment grade are removed in the new series. The aim of this procedure is to 
guarantee that the underlying portfolio stays in a certain class of credit worthiness. The 
recovery of each entity is fixed and assumed to be zero. 

The mathematical setting for an credit index is as follows. W.l.o.g. we assume that the 
notional is 1. The credit index is on K names, each represented by a CDS with spread si(t). 
Each names are in the same credit class, so that the homogeneity Assumption 3.2 will hold. 
Especially, the single names have equal weight . 

The payment stream of the credit index is as follows. Recall that Nt = I:.,.•<t is the number 
of defaulted entities at time t. -
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• Fixed leg: The spread is paid on the remaining notional, i.e. at each time tn of the 
tenor t 1, ... , tN•-I the payoff is 

• Defaulting leg: We assume the payments of default protection occur at the end of the 
defaulting period, i.e. the payments of the floating or protection leg in the interval 
(tn-1> tn] due at tn : 2 ::; n ::; N* are 

L (1- q) = (1 - q)(Ntn - Ntn_ 1 ). 

TkE(tn-l,tn] 

Typically, the recovery in the traded indices is set to zero, but for completeness we 
stay more general at this point. 

Example 3. 7. Connection of index spread with underlying CDS spreads. Before any default 
happens and if the recovery is paid as in the underlying CDS, it is clear that the payment 
streams of the index are equivalent to the payment streams of the portfolio of the equally 
weighted underlying CDS (with spread denoted by s;) and so the spread of the index is 
simply 

Now, if a default happens, the situation gets more complicated. One entity is removed and 
the index still pays the spreadS. However, the spread of the portfolio with equally weighted 
CDS, where now the defaulting entity is removed has a possibly different spread: 

1 K 
K L sk(t)1{7 k>t}· 

k=l 

For example, if K = 2 and s1 equals 100 and s2 equals 200, both constant, we obtain for 
the index spread 150, but after default of name 1 the portfolio with equal weights pays the 
spread 100 while the index pays the spread 75. This may show that for pricing some more 
effort has to be done. 

Summarizing we obtain the following result 

Proposition 3.8. The spread of a credit index on a pool of K entities where Assumption 
3.2 holds, computes to 

3.4.3 Tranches on credit indices 

Finally, we have to determine the pricing of tranches of credit indices. Investment in a 
tranche offers the possibility to separate between different credit qualities. 

Recall that the overall nominal was assumed to be 1. A tranche refers to an interval (b1 , b2] c 
[0, 1]. Investing (selling protection) in a tranche is again done by a swap where the following 
payments are exchanged 
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1. The investor receives at tn, 1 :::; n :::; N* - 1 the payment 

2. In turn, the investor has to cover eventual losses, i.e. pays at tn, 2 :::; n :::; N*, 

It is cumbersome but not difficult to use Theorem 3.5 for pricing these expressions. However, 
under a quite common assumption in CDO analysis the pricing becomes rather straightfor
ward. 

Assumption 3.9. Assume that the risk-free rate of interest is independent8 from the default 
intensities >.. k, 1 :::; k :::; K. 

A special case is of course if the risk-free rate of interest is deterministic. If Assumption 3.9 
holds, then the following result proved in Filipovic, Overbeck, and Schmidt (2007), is the 
key tool for pricing. 

Let us define 

(17) 

Proposition 3.10. Suppose Assumption 3.9 holds. The par-spread of tranche (b1 , b2] is 
given by 

where, p(t, T) denote the price at time t of a credit risk free zero-coupon bond price with 
maturity T and C is as in {22}. 

Note that under the additional assumption of vanishing interest rates, the spread equals 

Given the above Proposition, it remains to compute C(t, T, y) that, under Assumption 3.9, 
becomes 

C(t, T, y) = p(t, T)QT (Lr < yJGt) = p(t, T)Q(Lr < yJGt)· 

However, both these distributions had been computed in Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6, 
so the spread of a tranche is available. Note also that, as L takes values in the finite set 
{0, qM, ... , KqM}, the integral in (18) is simply a sum over at most K + 1 entries. 

8 In our setup, this means the Z components affecting the short rate of interest in (4) are different from 
those affecting the quadratic part of the intensities 1Jk in (7). 
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A Bulding Blocks In Closed-form 

We start by defining three different types of ODE systems. 

Definition A.l. (Basic ODE System) Denote T := { (t, T) E IR2 : 0 ~ t ~ T} and 
consider functions A, B and C on T with values in IR, !Rm and !Rmxm, respectively. For 
functions <h and ¢>2, r/>3 on JR+ with values in IR, !Rm and !Rmxm, respectively, we say that 
(A, B, C, ¢1, ¢>2, ¢>3) solves the basic ODE system if 

8A 1 
at+ dT (t)B + 2BTko(t)B + tr{Ck0 (t)} = r/>1(t) 

~~ + ET (t)B + 2Cd(t) +~iF K(t)B + 2Ck0 (t)B = r/>2(t) 

ac T 1 -T -
at+ CE(t) + E (t)C + 2Cko(t)C + 2B G(t)B = r/>3(t) 

subject to the boundary conditions A(T, T) = 0, B (T, T) = 0, C(T, T) = 0. A, B and C 
should always be evaluated at (t, T) . E, d, k0 , are the functions from the above definitions 
(recall (2)-(3)) while 

(

B 
- 0 
B:= ~ 

0 
B 

(

k1(t) ) 
K(t) = : , 

km(t) 
0 

(
91~(t) 

G(t) = : 
9m1(t) 

91m(t) ) 
: ' (19) 

9mm(t) 

- • 2 2 
where we have B , K(t) E !Rm xm and G(t) E !Rm xm . 

Definition A.2. (Interlinked ODE system) Consider smooth functions a, b, c, B, Con 
T with values in IR , !Rm,!Rmxm, !Rm and !Rm xm, and smooth functions r/>1, r/>2 and rf>g on IR+ 
with values in IR, !Rm and lRmxm respectively. We say that (a,b,c,B,C,¢>1 ,¢>2,¢>3) solves 
the interlinked ODE system if it solves 

~; + dT(t)b+ BTko(t)b+ tr{cko(t)} = 0 (20) 

ob T 1-T 
ot + E (t)b + 2cd(t) + 2B ko(t)b + 2cko(t)B + 2Ck0 (t)b = 0 (21) 

De T 1 -T -
{jt; + cE(t) + E (t)c + 4Ck0 (t)c + 2B G(t)b = 0 (22) 

subject to the boundary conditions a(T, T) = ¢1 (T), b(T, T) = ¢>2 (T), c(T, T) = <h(T). 
a,b,c and B,C should always be evaluated at (t,T) . E, d, ko, are the functions from (3) 

- 2 2 2 
while B, K E !Rm x m and G E !Rm xm are as in (19). 

Definition A.3. (Doubly-Interlinked ODE system) Denote T := {(t, tn-1 , tn) E IR3 : 
0 ~ t ~ tn-1 ~ tn} and consider functions a, {3 , / , on T with values in JR, !Rm, and 
lRmxm, respectively. For functions ¢>1.¢1, r/>2,¢2, ¢3,¢3 on JR+ with values in JR, lRm, !Rm 
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and !Rmxm, !Rmxm respectively, we say that (a,fJ,I,¢1,¢2,¢3,Phil,Phi2,Phig) solves the 
doubly-interlinked ODE system if 

aa T 1 T T -
at + d (t)f3 + -z!3 ko(t){3 + tqko(t) + {3 ko(t)B = 0 

(23) 

: + ET (t){3 + 21d(t) + ~jF K(t)f3 + 21ko(t)f3 + 2Ck0 (t){3 + 21ko(t)B + IJT K(t)B = 0 

(24) 

a;: + 1E(t) + ET (t)! + 21ko(t)! + ~/JT G(t)/3 + 4Ck0 (t)! + BT G(t)/3 = 0 

(25) 

subject to the boundary conditions a(tn-1, tn-1. tn) = A(tn-1, tn), {3(tn-1, tn-1, tn) = 
B(tn_1, tn) and l(tn-1. tn-1, tn) = C(tn-1, tn)· Also (A, B, C, ¢1, ¢2, ¢a), (A, B, C, Cfi1, Cfi2, ¢3) 
both solve the basic ODE system in (20)-(22). E, d, ko , are the functions from (3), 
- 2 2 2 

{3, K E !Rm xm and 1 E !Rm xm . a, {3, 1 should be evaluated at (t, tn-1, tn) and A 
A, B, B, C, Cat (t, tn-1)-

Theorem A.4. Let x = T ~ t and consider r as in ( 4), J and '¥) as in {7} and 8 E R For ( ii) 
we also require existence of I)k ( 8, x) and for ( v) that Dk is bounded in some neighborhood 
ofx. 

Then, 

( i) 8;(e, t, r) 

( ii) 8J(8, t,T) 

(iii) 8~(8, t, T) 

(iv) r~(8, t, T) 

(v) r~(8, t,T) 

:= IEQ [e- It 111J;dsiF:V] 

= exp (A.k(8, t, T) + BkT (8, t, T)Zt + zJ Ck(e, t, T)Zt) 

:= IEQ [e- It 11
k J.dsiFf] = exp (8(Jtk- Jk(t, T)) + lx[Dk(8, x) - 1]) 

:= IEQ [e- J,T rs+OTJ:dsiF:V] 

= exp ( Ak(8, t, T) + IJkT (8, t, T)Zt + zT (t)Ck(8, t, T)Zt) 

:= IEQ [87J~e- It 11TJ:ds1F:V] 
= (ak(8;t , T) + bkT (8, t , T)Zt + z"[ ck(fJ, t, T)Zt) 811(8, t, T) 

:= IEQ [8J~e- It eJ:dsiFf] 

= 8}(8, t, T) { 8Jk(t, T)- zk · [Dk(8, x)(1 - x)- 1 + x({)}(8Hk(x)) J} 
(vi) f~(8, t, T) := IEQ [e7J~e- It r,+liTJ~dsiF:V] 

= (ak(&, t, T) + ijkT (8, t, T)Zt + z"[ ck(8, t, T)Zt). s;(8, t, T) 

where (A.k, Bk, Ck, 8fk, 8gk, 8Qk) and (Ak, fJk, (jk, f + 8fk, g + 8gk, Q + 8Qk) solve 
the basic ODE system of Definition A.l, while (ak, bk, ck, Bk, Ck, 8fk, 8gk, 8Qk) and 
(ak, /)k, ck, fJk, (jk, 8fk, fJgk, 8Qk) solve the interlinked system of Definition (A.3} . 
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Furthermore, 

(vii) Sk(8, t , T) := JE:'ll! [ e- It 8~-'~dsiFt] = s;(8, t, T)Sj(8, t, T) 

(viii) 8k(8, t, T) := m;'ll! [ e- It r.+IIIL~dsiFt] = s;(8, t, T)S}(8, t, T) 

(ix) rk(8, t, T) := m;'ll! [8/4e- It 8~":ds1Ft] = r~(8, t, T)S}(e, t, T) + r~(8, t, T)s;(e, t, T) 

(x) f'k(8, t, T) := JE:'ll! [ 6J4e- It rs+IIIL~dsiFt] = f'~(B, t, T)SJ(6, t, T) + r~(8, t, T)s;(8, t, T) 

We introduce one further handy notation. 

Notation A.5. Fork E K U {c} we define 

Ek(6, t, tn-1, tn) := exp { ak(t, tn-1, tn) + {3kT (t, tn-1, tn)Zt + ztT -/(t, tn-b tn)Zt} (26) 

where (ak,{3k , /k,J,g,Q ,8{,8},8Q) solve the doubly interlinked ODE system in (23)-(25) 
with f,g,Q are as in 4 and f,g, Q as in (7). Fork= 1, · · · K 8 = E, while .fork= c, 8 = EK. 

B Proofs and Auxiliary Results 

Proof of Lemma 3.1. By the definition of pi,j we have 

pi,j(t,T) = Q~(t,T) -Qb(t,T)QiD(t,T) . 

V<O!b(t, T)[1- <O!b(t, T)]<O!b(t, T)[1- Qb(t, T)] 

where Q~ is the probability of joint default of the firms i, j until time T given that none 
has defaulted until t. We can easily get 

Q~(t,T) JE'll! [l{ri<r}l{r'<T}i Gt] 

= JE'll! [ ( 1- e- f/ >.~ds) ( 1- e- I/ >.~ds) I Ft] 

JE'll! [ ( 1 _ e- I/ IL!+•; IL~ds) ( 1 _ e- I/ IL~+•' IL~ds) I Ft J 

lE"' 1 - e~ Jt ILs < 1-'s s - e- t ~"· • 1-'a s + e- t 1-'s ILs € € ~"• s Ft "" [ rT '+ i cd J.T j+ j cd J.T '+ i+( '+ i) cd I ] 
= 1- Q~(t, T)- ~(t, T) + lEQ [ e- I[ IL~ +IL!+(•'+•')J.'~ds I Ft] . 

Using independence of tJ-\ fl-j and fi-e and Q~(t,T) = Sk(t,T)Sc(fk,t,T) fork= 1,2 we 
obtain 

the result follows from 

Qb(t, T)QiD(t, T) = (1- Q~(t, T))(l- ~(t, T)) 

= 1- <O!k(t, T)- Q~(t, T) + <O!k(t, T)Q~(t, T) 

and again substitution Q~ and Q1 by its short-hand notation. • 
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. The result is trivial on {71 :::;; t}, so we consider {71 > t} from now 
on. Then, by definition Q~'ri(t, T) = Q(71 > TIGt)· We start by conditioning on J.t[t,T] VGt. 
Recall that the default time of name k is denoted by 7k . Then, 

Q (71 > TiJ.t[t ,T] VGt) =Q (min(71,72, ·· · , 7K) > TiJ.t[t ,T] VGt) 

= JEQI [lh >T,.,.2>T,-··,TK>T}iJ.tft ,T] v Gt)] . (27) 

As 71, ... , 7K are independent, conditionally on J.t[t ,T], we obtain 

(27) = JEQ ( exp [ - ~iT >-:ds] IJ.tft ,T] V Ft) 

= e-K<ft 11-;ds .JEQ(exp [ - f: i T (J; + 11:)ds] IJ.tft ,T] V Ft) 
k=l t 

As ry1, . .. , 17R, J 1, ... , JK are mutually independent we obtain 

K 

(27) = e-<K J,T 1-'~ds. II sk(t, T). 
k=l 

It may be recalled that Sk = s~sy. Thus, 

K 

Q(71 > TIGt) = lEQ(e-<K It 11-;ds · g Sk(t,T),Ft) 

K 

= sc(d<, t , T) . II Sk(t, T) . 
k=1 

Using the same methodology with the fact that r is independent of J.tk for all k E k but not 
of J.tc determines pF'0(t,T). • 

Proof of Theorem 3.4. For ease of notation we write sFD instead of sF0 (t) . The value at 
time t of the fixed leg of the FDS follows from the results in the previous lemma: 

N• N• 

JEQ [2:.::: e- f.'n r. d s SFD 1{-r>t, }IGt] = S FD L(tn - tn-1) . PFtD(t, Tn) · 
n=1 n = l 

For the pricing of the floating leg we need to compute 

eFD*(t, Tn-1, Tn) .- JEQ [ e- f.'" r,dsl{r1 'KE(tn,tn-lnl Gt] 

JEQ [e-f.'"r,dsl{r''K>tn-l},Gt] -JEQ [e-f.'"r,dsl{-r''K>tn},Gt]' 

where the second expectation equals pF'0 (t, tn)· FUrthermore, 
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Following the steps from Lemma 3.3 we can deduce the following. 9 

We write short Ft,tN* for Ft V O"(p,;, r8 : t ~ s ~ tN• ). Conditioning on F we obtain 

Let us consider the inner expectation more closely. We have that 'f/1 , ... , 'fJK are independent 
of p,c and r, so that 

IEQ ( e- Ef:=1 J.'n-1 1': ds !Ft,tN•) = IEQ ( e- Ef:=1 J.'"-17J; ds !Ft) . IEQ ( e- J.'n-1 Ef=1 J; ds!Ft) 

K 

= II sk(t, tn-l)· 
k=l 

It may be recalled that Sk = S~ · S}. It remains to compute 

JEQ [p(tn-1, tn)e- J,'"-
1 (r,+•K7J~) ds'Ft] = S~(EK, t, tn-t)· 

· exp ( ac(t, tn-l, tn) + {3cT (t, tn-l, tn)Zt + zJ '"'((t, tn-l, tn)Zt) · 

The remaining part with JC is given by S'j such that by sc = s~ . S'j expression (28) equals 

R 
e"'c(t,t ... ,t,.._I)+,Bc T (t,t,..,t,_l)Z,+Zi '"'lc(t,t ... ,t,_1)Zt . sc(cK, t, tn-l) . II Sk(t, tn-l), 

k=l 

where a, {3,"' are as stated in (26). • 

Proof of Theorem 3.5. The conditional distribution of L is given by 

NT-Nt 

Q(Lr ~ xiGt) = Q(Lr- Lt ~ x- LtiGt) = Q( E ~j ~ x- Lt!Gt) 
j=l 

~-M L L 
=Q( E qj ~ x~ t'Gt) = Fq,NT-N.c~ t). 

j=l 

Recall that N is the counting process of all defaults. For the following, we first condi
tion on p,c. Then all individual defaults Tk are independent and stem from independent 
Cox-processes with (also independent) intensities (,\k(t))t;::o, k = 1, ... , K. Observe that 
Nr- Nt is not independent from Nt 10. But, it is not difficult to compute the conditional 

9 Alternatively, in the conditionally independent approach the default intensity of the minimum of the 
default times is simply the sum OV€\r all intensities. 

10For example, if all companies default before t, hence Nt = K it follows that Nr - Nt = 0. 
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distribution. However, in contrast to the unconditional distribution, we need to distinguish 
which company defaults. 

Using the Markovianity of the processes J.tk we need to determine 

(29) 

We write Ft := a(St, Nt, J.t[i,T]' Ft)· In the above probability we will have k companies 
defaulting in (t,T]. Summing over all possible indices was denoted by :L:k,ES,· Then, 

(29) = L Q(Tkn E (t,T]IFt) Q(TSt\kn > TIFt) • 
knES, 

Note that the survival probability of asset k is given by 

Q(Tk >TIFt)= Q(Tk > Tll{,.k>t}>f..t[t,T]>Ft) 

= l{,.•>t} exp ( - E 1T 11~ ds) ~Q [ exp ( -1T 11~ ds) 1Ft] . 

=B"(t,T) 

The expectation on the r.h.s. is of the exponential quadratic from as given by (vii) in 
Theorem A.4. In the Markovian case, we can simplify even further. Furthermore, since, 
conditionally on J.tc the defaults occur independently, we have 

On {Tk > t} we also have that Q(Tk E (t,T]IFt) = 1- Q(Tk >TIFt)· Hence, 

Q(Nr- Nt = niFt) = 

= L { 1- e-n•Jt 1-'~ ds II sk(t, T)}. e-(K-N,-n)•Jt J.L~ ds II Sk(t, T) 
k,ESt kEkn kESt\k, 

= L [e-(K-N,-n)JtJ.L~ds II sk(t,T)-e-•(K-Nt)ft~-<~ds II Sk(t,T)] 
k,ESt kESt\k, kESt 

(30) 

After we have done all calculation conditioned on J.tc we finally have to consider the uncon
ditional expectation. This is, on {T8' > t}, 

Q(Nr- Nt = niSt, Nt, Ft) 

= L [sc(e(K-Nt-n),t,T) II sk(t,T)-sc(e(K-Nt),t,T) II Sk(t,T)J. 
k,ES, kESt\k, kESt 

• 
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Proof of Corollary 3.6. Recall from (5) thatp(t, T) = exp (A(t, T)+BT (t, T)Zt+ZJ C(t, T)Zt)· 
First, observe that 

We therefore just need to compute JE<Ql ( e- It r.dsl{LTS::x} [Gt). 

To this, let Gt := o-(St,Nt,fL[t,TJ>Gt) and recall r has common factors, i.e., conditional on 
ftc it is known. We thus have 

E<Ql [ e- It rsdsl{LTS::x} I Gt] = E<Ql [ e- It r.dsJE<Ql [ l{LTS::x} [ Gt] I Gt] 

= lE<Ql [ e- It r.dsQ ( Lr ::; xiGt) I Gt J 

For the inner expectation we may use Equation (30) to obtain that the above equals 

Recalling the short-hand notation we get 

• 

Proof of Proposition 3.8. We start by determining the value of the index spread at a 
certain time t. The spread offered by the index is chosen, such that fixed and defaulting leg 
equal in value. We denote this spread by St. Using the above formulation, the value of the 
fixed leg at time t is 

where L:!N;"t1 is, more precisely, the sum over all tn E {t1 , ... , tN·-1 } with tn 2: t. The last 
expectatio";is equal to p~(t, tn), the appropriate zero-recovery bond for the kth underlying. 
On the other side, the value of the floating leg equals 

The expectation can be evaluated with the aid of e* defined in Equation (15). Form there it 
may be recalled that the value of one unit of currency, paid at tn, when name k defaults in 
(tn- 1 , tn] was named e*k(t, t.,.._1 , tn) and can be calculated in closed form. Thus, the value 
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of the default leg is 

qLJEQ(. L e-f:"r,.duiGt)=qz=tlEQ(e-ft'"r,.dul{TkE(t,_l,tn]}IGt) 
t,;::t r'E(tn-l,tn] t,.;o:tk=l 
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